The Kubota Group in Numbers

- **Group companies**: 188 (128 overseas)
- **Consolidated employees**: 41,027
- **Business footprint**: 120+ countries

**Revenue**
- **Total Revenue**: ¥1,920.0 billion
- **Overseas revenue**: ¥1,294.7 billion (67.4%)

**Operating profit (Operating margin)**
- **2019**: ¥201.7 billion (10.5%)

(As of December 31, 2019)
Kubota produces an abundant lineup of engines to meet every kind of customer need. Kubota engines support global industry with characteristic high-efficiency, energy- and labor-saving performance.

Kubota also has made engines that meet Europe’s rigorous emissions regulations. We support local industry while considering the environment.

Kubota tractors are used in agricultural settings throughout the world, where they contribute to food production.

Kubota water pipes are world renowned for durability and performance. They are currently used in the water infrastructure of over 70 countries.

Kubota’s submerged membrane units—which decontaminate sewage and industrial wastewater—help solve wastewater treatment issues worldwide.

Products supported by Kubota’s advanced water treatment technologies are used in many water purification facilities in Japan.

Kubota agricultural machinery has an excellent reputation in Asia’s leading rice growing countries.

Kubota pioneered the mini excavator, and has been quick to expand into overseas markets. These machines have earned high praise on building sites around the world.

Kubota water pipes are world renowned for durability and performance. They are currently used in the water infrastructure of over 70 countries.